Adsorption on an equilateral triangular terrace three atomic sites in width: Application to chemisorption of CO on Pt(112).
A model of monomer adsorption on equilateral triangular terraces three atomic sites in width is presented where step sites are considered first neighbors. Adsorbate-substrate interactions at the terrace step are treated differently than at bulk sites. Adsorbate-adsorbate first neighbor interactions are considered to be repulsive while second neighbors are allowed to be either repulsive or attractive. All low temperature phases have been identified under these conditions. The effect of increasing the temperature has also been investigated. Application of the model to chemisorption of CO on Pt(112) suggests experiments that would allow the various interaction energies to be obtained from a knowledge of the relatively low temperature phases and the conditions prevailing at the transitions between phases. Currently available experimental data is very extensive on the manner in which step sites are filled. However, there is insufficient data on the sequence of low temperature phases which appear when the pressure is gradually increased that would show the manner in which bulk sites are filled until full coverage of the terrace is reached.